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ABSTRACT

The Study of an Autocrine Signal Transduction Pathway 

that Represses Cell Proliferation in Dictyostelium discoideum

by

Natalie Neda Nikravan 

Many secreted factors are believed to inhibit cell proliferation in certain tissues 

such as tumors; however, the identity and action of most of these factors remains 

unknown. The recent identification of two autocrine secreted factors, AprA and CfaD, 

that inhibit cell proliferation in Dictyostelium discoideum, has enabled further study of 

how these factors regulate cell proliferation in a simple model system. Similar to AprA, 

the loss of CfaD in Dictyostelium strains increases the rate of cell proliferation in shaking 

cultures and leads to large fruiting bodies with large spore masses. The overexpression 

of CfaD causes tall, thin stalks with small spore masses. Analysis of different cell lines 

suggests that AprA is required for extracellular CfaD to inhibit cell proliferation. In 

addition, a screen for second-site suppressors of the aprAOE phenotype led to the 

identification of the Ddcln2 gene that encodes a tripeptidyl peptidase I. Examination of 

several DdTPPI properties, including an enzymatic activity assay, suggests the possible 

involvement of DdTPPI in both the AprA and CfaD signal transduction pathways that 

negatively regulate cell proliferation.
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INTRODUCTION:

SIGNIFICANCE

Many secreted factors are believed to repress cell proliferation in certain tissues; 

however, the identity of most of these factors remains unknown (Elgjo, 1972). 

Identifying these secreted factors and how they function may help in the design of future 

drugs aimed at specifically activating pathways that inhibit cell proliferation, and 

possibly to mimic the state of tumor dormancy in cancer. Few examples of these factors 

exist, but preliminary data show that disruption or over-expression of AprA, a secreted 

autocrine proliferation repressor in Dictyostelium discoideum, significantly alters cell 

proliferation and fruiting body morphology, suggesting that AprA acts to regulate 

proliferation and size in Dictyostelium (Brock and Gomer, 2005). In addition to AprA, 

another secreted factor that negatively regulates cell proliferation has recently been 

identified; this factor is called CfaD. The focus of this research is to study the 

mechanisms by which AprA and CfaD function and to characterize their involvement in 

regulating cell proliferation. Identification of a second-site suppressor of the aprAOE 

phenotype, the Ddcln2 gene that encodes DdTPPI (tripeptidyl peptidase I), provides 

promising evidence that proteins with unknown function in humans can be studied in the 

simple system of Dictyostelium discoideum. DdTPPI is similar to human TPPI, the 

defective protein in children with Late Infantile Neuronal Ceroid Lipofuscinosis (LINCL 

or Batten Disease), a devastating neurodegenerative disease. By studying DdTPPI and its 

involvement in the AprA and CfaD signal transduction pathways, this may provide clues 

to help us understand the human TPPI pathway and how a deficiency in this enzyme 

leads to neurodegeneration in Batten Disease.
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BACKGROUND: 

Secreted Factors Can Inhibit Cell Proliferation

It is believed that primary tumor cells secrete a factor that inhibits further cell 

proliferation of single metastatic cells (Guba et al., 2001); however, upon surgical 

removal of the primary tumor, secondary tumor growth may be stimulated. This 

phenomenon is referred to as tumor dormancy (Demicheli, 2001). Tumor dormancy is 

just one of many examples where secreted factors function to regulate the size of specific 

tissues. Many secreted factors function to regulate the size of specific tissues; however, 

most of these factors have not been identified. These factors are referred to as chalones 

(Greek for “to slacken”) due to their ability to inhibit the growth and/or proliferation of 

secreting cells (Elgjo, 1972).

For instance, if small fragments of a spleen are transplanted from one animal to 

another splenectomized animal, the spleen fragments will continue to grow until they 

have collectively reformed a normal sized spleen (Metcalf, 1964), suggesting that there is 

a secreted factor enabling the individual fragments to communicate and regenerate a 

spleen of normal size. Other examples include secreted factors from liver cells, kidney 

cells, and epidermal cells that allow proper regeneration of these specific tissues 

(Bullough et al., 1964; Michalopoulos and DeFrances, 1997; Saetren, 1956; Zhang, 

1997). While ongoing research is aimed at better understanding the signal transduction 

pathway of these different secreted factors, their identity and detailed function continues 

to be a mystery.
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Dictyostelium discoideum: A Simple Advantageous System

A simple eukaryotic organism in which cell proliferation and development can be 

easily studied is Dictyostelium discoideum; vegetative haploid amoebae that consume 

bacteria on soil and decaying leaves in the wild and increase in number by fission. When 

these cells reach a high density and begin to starve, they stop dividing and secrete 

Conditioned Medium Factor (CMF) which leads to aggregation of the cells through 

relayed pulses of cyclic AMP (Aubry and Firtel, 1999; Jain et al., 1992; Yuen et al., 

1995). After the aggregating cells form streams consisting of about 20,000 cells, they 

form a slug that develops into a spore-filled fruiting body held up by a supporting column 

of stalk cells ~l-2mm in height (Vasiev and Weijer, 2003). Dictyostelium discoideum 

provides a simple system of cell proliferation and development which can be easily 

manipulated and studied. Genetic approaches for abolishing the expression of selected 

genes include transforming cells with antisense or homologous recombination constructs 

(De Lozanne, 1987; Gomer, 1998). Mutagenesis can be carried out by randomly 

inserting a linearized plasmid containing a selectable marker (REMI) (Kuspa and 

Loomis, 1992). REMI is often used to identify second-site suppressors of a specific gene 

in question (Shaulsky et al., 1996).

Dictyostelium Cells Communicate via Secrete Factors

Dictyostelium cells secrete a number of signals that allow them to communicate 

during growth and development; one such factor is an 80kDa glycoprotein CMF 

(Conditioned Media Factor) that allows cells to sense the local density of starving cells 

(Gomer et al., 1991). The chemoattractant cAMP is also secreted and regulates
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aggregation of starving cells that form streams (Devreotes, 1989; Firtel, 1995). A 

~450kDa secreted complex called counting factor (CF) is responsible for the streams 

breaking up to form fruiting bodies (Brock and Gomer, 1999).

Identification of Secreted Factors that Slow Cell Proliferation in Dictyostelium'.

(1) AprA tAutocrine Proliferation Repressor)

The purification of CF led to the identification of a 60kDa secreted protein called 

AprA for Autocrine Proliferation Repressor. AprA is part of a ~150kDa complex named 

APRAF (AprA factor) that negatively regulates cell proliferation of the secreting 

Dictyostelium cells both in liquid shaking culture and on bacteria (Figure 1) (Brock and 

Gomer, 2005). The predicted AprA amino acid sequence (Figure 2) has 28% identity to a 

Salmonella protein of unknown function, and in a region of 37 amino acids, it has 37% 

identity and 59% similarity to a 100% conserved domain in a set of three potential human 

proteins; one expressed in lymphomas, one in placenta, and one in liver. While little is 

known about the mechanism of AprA, aprA~ cells have an increased proliferation rate 

and abnormal fruiting body development compared to wild type cells. The aprA~ 

phenotype was rescued by expressing AprA under the control of the Dictyostelium actin 

15 promoter {aprA /actinl5::aprA) (Figure 3) (Brock and Gomer, 2005). Interestingly, 

aprA~ cells as well as aprAm  cells have a decreased ability to form spores (one of the 

most important aspects of this amoeba’s development and survival), suggesting that an 

optimal amount of AprA is necessary for proper spore formation (Brock and Gomer, 

2005).
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Figure 1. AprA slows cell proliferation. (A) Cell cultures were started at 2xl05 cells/ 

ml in HL5 medium and cell density was measured each day. (B) The graph shows cell 

proliferation for each cell type on bacterial lawns on SM/5 plates (100mm petri dishes). 

Day zero represents the initial starting value of 1000 cells for each cell line; 

Dictyostelium cells were counted at 24h, 48h, and 72h intervals. Between the 24 and 48 

hour timepoints, the doubling times were 4.3 hours for wild-type cells, 3.0 hours for 

aprA~cells and 9.7 hours for aprA~/actinl5::aprA cells (Brock and Gomer, 2005). The 

graphs show means ± SEM from three independent experiments.
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1 MSKLLILLLL SLVASIFSTP LDDYVNAPDD TYKWTLNNTI EYETFTGYIL e l t s q t w m a e

61 KSDWPVWKHW VSICVPKGVT TTTTFIYVDG GSNDNWKVPG SMDQTIEIVC LSSGSVSVGL

121 TQIPNQPIIF NNDGVQRFED DLVAYTWRQF LGNTSEPLWL
*

ARLPMTKAW KCMDAVQEFG

181 KTIGYNSENF VIAGASKRGW TTWLAGWDP RIIAIVPIVM PILNMIPNMG HQFYAYGEWS

241 FALNDYTGQG VMDYLNGPQM VELAAIVDPF SYRDRYTMPI YAIASSDDEF FLPDSPQFFW

301 NNLTATPEKH LRIVPNAEHS LMGHQIDIIL SIVTFVRLLI TNQPRPTFTW DITYSEDLNS

361 GTIVLTVPEG GIIPYKVKVW TAVTESTTRR DFRIITCMDI TKCIQFIIWD
h It tfc

PSDITPTSTG

421 VYSITLSKPD AGWRAFFLEA EYEYARNSID DEYTLKFTSE VAIVPNTLPF GSCSEYNACG

481 DGSQGDSASS TATL

Figure 2. Predicted amino acid sequence of AprA. There is a predicted signal 

sequence from amino acid 1-18. The grey boxes indicate the tryptic peptides used to 

identify the gene and asterisks indicate potential N- and O-linked glycosylation sites. A 

PhoPQ conserved domain is also shown; this domain is known to have a role in virulence 

of Salmonella activated pathogenicity-related protein (Brock and Gomer, 2005).
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WT aprA ~ aprA 7  actin 15::aprA

Figure 3. Fruiting body morphology of WT, aprA~ and aprA~/aprAOE cells.

Disruption of aprA by homologous recombination causes cells to form large abnormal 

structures during development. The phenotype can be rescued by expression of the aprA 

cDNA under control of an actinl5 promoter (right panel). WT indicates the wild-type 

parental cells. Scale bar: 0.5 mm. Figure from (Brock and Gomer, 2005).

(2) CfaD (Counting Factor Associated Protein D)

In addition to AprA, a ~58.6kDa protein called Counting Factor Associated 

Protein D (CfaD), was also found to be a contaminant of partially purified CF. cfaD was 

disrupted by homologous recombination to generate cfaD cells and a cfaD over

expression construct was made similar to the way the aprA over-expression construct was 

made (Brock and Gomer, 2005).

The predicted CfaD amino acid sequence (Figure 4) has 44% identity over 315 

amino acids to cathepsin L precursors and proteases from several species, and 34% 

identity to the 26/29kDa proteinase from Sarcophaga peregrine (flesh fly). A custom 

antibody raised against CfaD recognizes both a ~60kDa band as well as two smaller 

bands around 27kDa and 29kDa, suggesting that similar to the 26/29kDa proteinase of
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Sarcophaga peregrine, the 27 and 29kDa bands may represent breakdown products of the 

full-length CfaD. It has not been determined if this protein is functional in its full length 

form or if one or both of the cleavage products is functional. Like AprA, CfaD also 

inhibits cell proliferation in liquid shaking culture (Figure 5, Brock unpublished). 

Proliferation curves for cells growing in liquid shaking culture show that cfaD cells 

proliferate faster than wild-type cells and reach stationary phase at a higher cell density, 

while cfaDOE cells proliferate slower than wild-type cells and reach stationary phase at a 

lower density.

predicted signal 
cleavage site

1 MHKFILLLSL VTLSCVLAVP QLPAAQQYYM KGSFNIPYFN IVEPIELIYD SVNNRQYISV

61 YNGMDITINF YNQDNTYHVG PVKYDMVCTT TPGNGSLVNV LPTEPSSWVY NGTSTVNGVQ

121 VFGYSQKITQ YGRTGFYNFY VDANGVPVQF YMDGVDYVFG SHPDVYVLNF DIYTTDISSY

181 ESYFDIPVLC NNAKEAPAKE NQFDGLFSSI GDNLLAKEEQ ASNIjFKEYKA QYHKEYSSQD 

241 EHDERFINFK AARKEIATHN AKESSYKLGM NHYADLSNKE FNTLVKPKVA RPSVTGADSV

301 HDDESLRSIP STVDWRNQHC VTPVKDQGIC GSCWTFGSTG SLEGTNCVTH GE1VSLSEQQ 

361 LVDCAILTGS QGCGGGFASS AFQYVMEIGS 1ATESNYPY1 MQHG1CRDRT VTPSGVSITG 

421 Y7NVTSGSES ALQHAIATTG PVRIAIDASV DDFRYYHSG7 YNNPACKNGL DDLDHEVLAI 

481 GYGTYQGQDY F1VKNSWSTN WGMDGYVYMA RKDHNLCGVS SQATYPIPTK N*

Figure 4. Predicted amino acid sequence of CfaD. The boxed sequence represents the 

cathepsin propeptide inhibitor domain and the underlined region is the predicted 

peptidase CIA subfamily domain. The predicted signal cleavage site is indicated by the 

arrow. The sequence is available in GenBank as XP640530.
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■ -  WT

■tr cfaD'c 4.0x107

cfaD0E
cfaD'/cfaD{

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
Time, days

Figure 5. CfaD slows the proliferation of cells in HL5 shaking culture. Cell cultures 

were started at 2 x 105 cells/ml in HL5 and the cell density was measured daily. The 

graph shows means ± SEM from 6 independent experiments (Brock unpublished data).

Components of the AprA Signal Transduction Pathway

To identify components of the AprA regulated pathway, wild-type cells were 

transformed with an actinl5::aprA construct to produce aprA0E cells. These cells not 

only have higher levels of AprA, smaller fruiting bodies and proliferate slower than wild- 

type cells, but they also reach stationary phase at a lower cell density. Second-site 

suppressors of the aprAOE phenotype were generated using random restriction-enzyme 

mediated insertion (REMI) of a selectable marker into the genome (Kuspa and Loomis,

OF1992). Several clones were isolated as second-site suppressors of the aprA phenotype, 

and inverse PCR was used to obtain a partial genomic DNA sequence of the genes
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containing insertional mutations (Pang and Knecht, 1997). The complete sequences were 

obtained from the Dictyostelium discoideum genome project (www.dictybase.org) 

(Eichinger et al., 2005). One gene in particular, Ddcln2, was found from this screen. 

“aprAOE/Ddcln2m” designates the second-site suppressor of aprAOE phenotype with a 

mutation in the gene Ddcln2 (this cell line will also be referred to as “REMI mutant”). 

These mutants have large abnormal fruiting bodies (Figure 6) and proliferate faster than 

aprAOE. The CLN2 gene in humans encodes lysosomal exopeptidase tripeptidyl peptidase 

I (TPPI) (Tomkinson, 1999). A mutation in this gene causes a neurodegenerative disease 

called Late Infantile Neuronal Ceriod Lipofuscinosis (LINCL or Batten Disease). Ddcln2 

encodes a putative protein (DdTPPI) (Figure 7) with ~26% identity and 42% similarity to 

human TPP I.

aprA0E/Ddc!n2

Figure 6. Fruiting body morphology of aprAOE and aprAOE/Ddcln2m. Aberrant 

fruiting body phenotype of aprAOE cells and a second site suppressor of the aprA0E 

phenotype (aprA0E/Ddcln2m) shown on the right. Bar represents 0.5mm and the 

superscript “m” indicates a gene mutation due to the insertion of the REMI vector rather 

than being a deliberately designed null mutant (Kevin D. Houston unpublished data).

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1 MKVILIYFIV IYLINISFSL KPYQQQQQLH NFNIIENNNN NNRNEKVIIA HPKIPPYWLI

61 ENEISNFHDL ISFKILLKQN NLNKLNYLFE EISDPKSKIY GEFLSINEIN ELVKSSESDF

121 N W I lEYLKSF NIGNIENGSE IKVFSDYILV ETTIEKVSSM FNSKFSNYKN KNNGNTRNRL

181 NGPAYLPKQL LNSIDFVTGL SEFFENNFKI ENYLNNNNKN NGDSDSDSGS GSGSGSSNSY

241 NGGLDDILIT _PKVUCSYYNV_ PNELIGKTEN_ NS IGVIAEtro. TfF^lGALELF JDEKFNITTTK 

301 DNLKI IOtTOC _LGKGCDQYES _DLDigYIRSM_ GENISTDFIS_ E^AJJWIJJiY JiHSVUMEKP 

361 PLVaSISY_GW _AE LL^CDVSN _ GC § TFGYD SK_ fiYTORTOSEF. ̂ JKLAIiGISV _LVSSODDGAP

421 SMGGSSGNCP IDGTVYCPTG GCNHTKTMCP EFTIYNLNGG SDSGGSSDSY CFFPMGIASS

481 GCTNILGDPS VLDSGMKIFS EKNKQCNLAI EYDRTNLPHV YSECECKDLV NVTFRNYHFT

541 QYQFNENNGA LFV^YPSSS_P|VTSyGAT2_|^S|®EKITT_ JjV^TILQGA .KITTGGGFSS 

6G i _FQSJ1PKY(&Y _AIS^FFNTSF_NSLPPSFSYC_ PTORGVJpiS_ MVGffl^YKryS _SDGNNKDFNQ 

661 C_PCKSLPVDG _TSCSSPTLAG>_LIGIjINDQLIi_ I^GKT^LGEX. NPLLYJglAID _EPRIFNDITG 

721 DS_SNRCSRSY .CCLYWSTSS_NTWDPVTGLG SIDFNLFLSY VLKLKGI

Figure 7. Predicted amino acid sequence for DdTPPI. The predicted sequence of 

DdTPPI is 767 amino acids with a predicted signal peptide from residues 1-19 (double 

underlined); the sequence from a.a. 354 to 762 has similarity to the subtilisin-like 

superfamily. There is a predicted pro-kumamolisin activation domain (a.a. 55-203, 

underlined); members of this family are found in various subtilase propeptides, adopt a 

ferredoxin-like fold and cleavage of the domain results in activation of the peptide. 

DdTPP I is a serine protease with an active site predicted from a.a. 670-680; regions 

between 248-419 and 554-750 (dashed underline) have similarity to other predicted 

proteases. The complete sequence was made available through the Dictyostelium 

genome project (Eichinger et al., 2005) and can be found on www.dictybase.org.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Neuronal Ceroid Lipofuscinosis (Batten Disease)

Neuronal Ceroid Lipofuscinosis (NCL) or Batten Disease is an autosomal 

recessive neurodegenerative disease characterized by the accumulation of autofluorescent 

lipofuscins in the lysosomes of affected cells (Zeman and Donahue, 1963). Batten 

disease is the most common neurodegenerative disease in children, occurring in 1 to 5 of 

every 100,000 births (Zeman, 1974). The NCLs are characterized by vision loss, 

seizures, mental retardation, movement disorders, and behavioral changes (Wisniewski et 

al., 2000). Currently, there are no available treatments for these disorders. There are four 

classic forms of NCL which are grouped according to age of clinical onset (Zhong, 

2000).

Late-Infantile Neuronal Ceroid Lipofuscinosis and Tripeptidyl Peptidase I

Late-Infantile Neuronal Ceroid Lipofucscinosis (LINCL) represents the majority 

of NCL cases, with age of onset between 2 and 8 years of age. CLN2, the gene affected 

in LINCL, encodes a lysosomal protease, tripeptidyl peptidase I (TPPI) (Sohar et al., 

1999). Fibroblasts from children with LINCL are deficient in TPPI (Vines and 

Warburton, 1999). TPPI is generally considered to be an exopeptidase that sequentially 

cleaves tripeptides from polypeptides with unsubstituted N-termini. Human TPPI is a 

serine protease expressed as a 563-amino acid proenzyme that undergoes several 

modification steps before auto-activating at acidic pH (Lin et al., 2001). Decreased 

expression of TPPI is also seen in poorly differentiated tumors (Wisniewski et al., 2000). 

It remains unclear why a deficiency in TPPI activity results in massive neuronal cell 

death, but TPPI is highly conserved among higher organisms and TPPI-like peptidases
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are also found in lower organisms such as fish (Fugu and zebra) and frogs (Xenopus) 

(Wlodawer et al., 2003). TPPI activity has also been found in Dictyostelium discoideum 

(Eichinger et al., 2005; Krimper and Jones, 1999).

In vitro analyses using reporter substrates and synthesized peptides can measure 

TPPI enzymatic activity and substrate specificity in various mammalian cells (Golabek et 

al., 2004; Lin et al., 2001; Tomkinson, 1999). In Dictyostelium discoideum, we have 

shown that Dictyostelium TPPI (DdTPPI) activity can be measured from the emission of 

a fluorophore (AMC) from the substrate Ala-Ala-Phe-7-amino-4-methylcoumarin (AAF- 

AMC) (Golabek et al., 2004; Krimper and Jones, 1999). Protein lysates are incubated 

with AAF-AMC for thirty minutes, and then DdTPPI activity is measured as 

fluorescence, i.e. the amount of AMC fluorophore cleaved.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Cell Culture

Cell culture was carried out following Brock et al. (Brock and Gomer, 1999) 

using wild-type Ax2 cells, aprA~ strain DB60T3-8 (Brock and Gomer, 2005), and crlA 

strain JH557(Raisley et al., 2004). cfaD~, cfaDOE, and cfaD /cfaDOB strains were 

previously prepared and frozen by Debbie Brock (unpublished data). For conditioned 

growth medium, cells were grown to 1-2 x 106 cells/ ml, collected by centrifugation, and 

then resuspended to 5.0 x 105 cells/ ml in HL5. Side views of fruiting bodies were 

photographed as described in Brock et al. (Brock et al., 2002).

Proliferation Inhibition Assays

To assess the inhibitory effect of purified His-CfaD on growing cells, cells were 

grown to 1.0- 2.0 x 106 cells/ ml, collected by centrifugation, and resuspended to 5.0 x 

105 cells in 968 pi of HL5. Different concentrations of His-CfaD in 32 pi of 20 mM 

potassium phosphate pH 6.4 were then added to the cells. After shaking for 12 hours, 

cells were counted. For each cell line, the percent proliferation was calculated as 100 x 

(cell count at 12 hours for a given recombinant CfaD concentration)/ (cell count at 12 

hours with no CfaD added). A sigmoidal dose-response curve with a variable Hill 

coefficient

„  ( maximal inhibition
Percent proliferation = 100 ~\ 1 +1 QftdogtECSOHIogCCfaD concentration)))*!*.!) y

was then fit to the data using nonlinear regression with Prism (Dr. Richard Gomer, 

GraphPad software, San Diego, CA).
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Protease Activity Assays

Tripeptidyl peptidase I protease activity of cells growing in HL5 was measured 

with different concentrations of alanine-alanine-phenylalanine 7-amino-4- 

methylcoumarin hydrochloride (Ala-Ala-Phe-AMC HC1) (Bachem, King of Prussia, PA). 

~5.0 x 10 6 cells were harvested and lysed through a 0.5 micron filter on a 1ml syringe 

with 250pl of 0.05M MES pH 6.5 + 0.1% NP-40. Protein quantities were determined by 

a Bradford Reagent assay and protein levels were normalized to 25pg of protein in 125 pi 

MES buffer for each sample. Various concentrations of the substrate Ala-Ala-Phe-AMC 

(AAF-AMC) were resuspended in a total of 125 pi acetic acid pH 3.8 and added to the 

protein lysates. The reaction was incubated at 37 °C for 30 minutes, and the reaction was 

stopped by adding 100 pi of 10% SDS and 100 pi of 1 M Tris HC1 pH 9.0 and covered 

immediately with foil. The fluorescence of the released amino methyl coumarin (AMC) 

was measured using excitation at 360 nm and emission at 440 nm. The fluorescence of 

different amounts of AMC (Bachem) in the above buffer mix was used to generate a 

standard curve.

Western Blots

Staining of western blots was carried out according to Brock et al. (Brock et al., 

2002) using affinity-purified rabbit polyclonal anti-CfaD antibodies produced by Bethyl 

Laboratories (Montgomery, TX) at 0.4 pg/ml. Staining of purified recombinant CfaD 

western blots was carried out by cutting the blot and staining separately with anti-CfaD, 

anti-His, and anti-Myc antibodies and washed three times in equal volumes of TBST in 

parallel for 15 minutes. The blots were realigned and exposed together.
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Preparation and Purification of Recombinant CfaD

Recombinant CfaD was prepared using vegetative cDNA with

CTCGAGGTTCCACAACTCCCAGC as a forward primer and 

TCTAGAGCATTCTTTGTTGGGAATTGGATAGG as a reverse primer to amplify base 

pairs 55-1593 of the cfaD coding region corresponding to the entire polypeptide of the 

secreted protein (encoding the region from the first amino acid of the putative secreted 

CfaD protein to the TAA stop codon), with an Xbal site on one end and aXhol site on the 

other. After purifying the PCR product, this cfaD coding region was ligated in to the TA 

cloning vector pcR2.1 (Invitrogen). After mini-preps of the DNA from transformed 

DH5a cells were digested with Xbal and Xhol, the insert was ligated into a 

correspondingly digested pBAD/glll A vector (Invitrogen pBAD expression system 

designed to incorporate a Myc and His tag at C terminal of protein). 500mL of LB broth 

was inoculated with an overnight culture of transformed Top 10 cells and the culture was 

allowed to grow to an O.D. of 0.5, and then induced with 0.1% arabinose solution and 

expression of His-CfaD was verified after 4-5 horns. (Glycerol stocks of all clones at 

each step were made and stored at -80°C in Anderson Biological Laboratories Building 

room 221.) Bacterial cells were collected and resuspended in 50mL IX PBS with 

EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail. The cells were then disrupted using Dr. James 

McNew’s cell disruptor and then further digested to completion by shaking in 5% 

sarcosyl. The mixture was then spun down at 10,000xg for 10 minutes and the 

supernatant was collected and mixed with 1-2 mL of resuspended Ni-NTA agarose beads 

and allowed to mix end-over-end at room temperature for 1-2 hours. The nickel beads 

were then washed 3 times with 50mL His Wash Buffer pH 6.8 (500mM Tris-HCl pH6.8,
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300mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 25mM Imidazole). After the final wash the beads were 

spun down and added to a filter column (Ultrafree-MC Millipore 0.2cm2 Membrane 

filter). The beads were resuspended in 500pl of elution buffer (500mM Imidazole) and 

allowed to mix end-over-end for at least 30 minutes. All elutions were then concentrated 

and buffer exchanged with 20mM potassium phosphate pH 6.4 in a lOkDa cut-off 

concentrator. To quantify recombinant CfaD protein levels, known amounts of bovine 

serum albumin and various dilutions of recombinant CfaD were electrophoresed on an 

SDS-polyacrylamide gel and stained with Coomassie Blue. To further verify the rCfaD 

protein concentration, a Bio-Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) was performed 

with known amounts of BSA. The recombinant CfaD was subjected to Western blotting 

with anti-CfaD, anti-Myc, and anti-His antibodies to confirm that the construct generated 

proteins with the poly-histidine and myc tags at the C terminus.
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RESULTS:

Disruption of cfaD Drastically Alters Fruiting Body Morphology

cfaD was disrupted by homologous recombination to create a knockout construct 

and over-expressed in both a wild-type and cfaD knockout background by a previous lab 

member following similar methods used to construct aprA and aprA0B cell lines (Brock 

and Gomer, 2005). Frozen Dictyostelium WT, cfaD , WTZcfaDOE, and cfaD /cfaDOE 

stocks were thawed and an equal number of cells were plated with Klebsiella aerogenes 

on agar. The different Dictyostelium strains were left unperturbed and allowed to form 

fruiting bodies which were then carefully observed for morphology. cfaDT cells exhibit 

large and/or abnormal fruiting bodies compared to wild type cells while WT/cfaDOE form 

fruiting bodies with long, thin stalks with much smaller spore masses than WT (Figure 8). 

Rescue cells, cfaD~/cfaDOE, have fruiting bodies similar to wild-type fruiting bodies. 

The large spore masses of cfaD~ cells were often too large for the stalk to support, and 

frequently collapsed. The WT/c/hDOE fruiting bodies had a similar fate; the tall stalks 

were often too flimsy and extremely fragile and fell over very easily. Over-expressing 

cfaD in the cfaD~ background seemed to restore the stalks and spore masses back to a 

wild-type stability.
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Figure 8. Fruiting body morphology of WT and disrupted cfaD cell lines. cfaDT 

form much larger fruiting bodies than wild type cells. WTfcfalP^ cells form much 

longer and thinner stalks that support smaller fruiting bodies than wild-type. When 

compared to cfaD cells, cfaD /cfaD011 cells form fruiting bodies that resemble wild-type 

fruiting bodies. The scale bar indicates 0.5mm.
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Characterization of CfaD Expression Levels

To verify that cfaD~ cells do not contain CfaD protein, a Western blot of total cell 

lysates from mid-log vegetative cells (4.5-5.0 x 105 cells/ml) was stained with affinity- 

purified anti-CfaD antibodies (Figure 9). The anti-CfaD antibodies stained two bands in 

wild-type cells, one close to 60kDa representing full-length CfaD and another band 

slightly lower than 30kDa which represents the shortened CfaD-27. Compared to wild- 

type, both cyhD-overexpressing cells contained higher levels of the two bands while 

cfaD vegetative cells contained no detectable bands. The lack of CfaD-60 and CfaD-27 

in cfaD cells is evidence that both proteins are encoded by cfaD. Also, a northern blot 

probed for cfaD indicated that wild-type cells contain a 1.9 kB cfaD mRNA, and that 

there is no detectable cfaD mRNA in cfaD~ cells (Debbie Brock, unpublished data).

To determine if CfaD is secreted like AprA, cell cultures of WT, cfaD~, 

WTZcfaDOE, cfaD /cfaDOE, aprAOE, aprA , and crlA~ were started at 5.0 x 105 cells/ml 

and conditioned growth medium (CGM) from each cell line was collected every 24 hours 

for four days. Western blots of the conditioned growth medium from each cell line for 

each day were stained with affinity-purified anti-CfaD antibodies (Figure 10). In wild- 

type cells, we observed that the band representing CfaD-27 showed up earlier (at lower 

cell densities; Day 1-2) than the full-length protein at ~60kDa which was not clearly 

visible until Day 3. Compared to wild-type, both WTZcfaDOE and cfaD /  cfaDOE had 

much higher levels of CfaD and exhibited the full-length protein form at all time points. 

Compared to wild-type, the CfaD-27 and the CfaD-60 bands were not seen in Days 1-4 of 

cfaD CGM, indicating that cfaD cells do not secrete CfaD. In wild-type CGM, we 

observed that the extracellular concentration of CfaD increases with cell density.
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Figure 9. cfaD~ cells do not contain CfaD protein. Cells were collected in the mid-log 

vegetative stage (4.5-5.0 x 105 cells/ml) and washed to remove any remaining CGM. A 

Western blot of total cell lysates from each indicated cell line was stained with affinity- 

purified anti-CfaD antibodies. The anti-CfaD antibodies stained two bands in wild-type 

cells, one close to 60kDa representing full-length CfaD and another band slightly lower 

than 30kDa which represents the shortened CfaD-27. The positions of molecular weight 

markers are shown on the left.
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Figure 10. CfaD is secreted by cells and its extracellular concentration increases 

with cell density. All cell cultures were started at 5.0 x 105 cells/ml and conditioned 

growth medium (CGM) from each cell line was collected every 24 hours for four days. 

Western blots of the conditioned growth medium from each cell line for each day were 

stained with affinity-purified anti-CfaD antibodies. In other Westerns, aprA~ cells had 

only slightly lower levels than WT. (Non-specific binding is seen in several lanes.) The 

positions of molecular weight markers are shown on the left.

aprA aprA' crlA'
CGM Day 1-4 CGM Day 1-4 CGM Day 1-4
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CfaD Does Not Inhibit Cell Proliferation on Bacteria

While CfaD inhibits cell proliferation in liquid shaking culture similar to AprA 

(Figure 5, Brock unpublished), I have shown that CfaD does not significantly alter cell 

proliferation of cfaD transformants compared to wild type cells when grown on bacterial 

lawns (Figure 11). The doubling time of Dictyostelium strains were determined by the 

following formula:

DT = t x ln(2)
In (fd / sd)

Where DT is doubling time, In is the natural logarithm, t is the time interval (in 

this case 72 hours), fd  is the final cell density, and sd is the starting cell density.

The average doubling times on bacteria were 4.37 hours for WT cells, 4.42 hours for 

cfaD cells, 4.59 hours for cfaDOE cells, and 4.74 hours for cfaD 7cfaDOE cells. The 

calculated doubling time of wild-type cells growing on bacteria was similar to previously 

observed rates (Brock and Gomer, 2005). It is important to note that the growth of 

Dictyostelium discoideum cells can change from season to season and in different 

nutritional media. This makes it imperative to test wild-type cells in each experiment 

where mutant cell lines are being assayed so the mutant/altered cell lines can be 

compared directly to WT growth in each particular growing environment.
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Figure 11. CfaD does not slow cell proliferation on bacteria. Three 100mm petri 

dishes with SM/5 agar per cell line were spread with a uniform bacterial solution mixed 

with 1000 Dictyostelium discoideum cells to create a confluent lawn. At 24h, 48h, and 

72h, the bacteria and cells were washed off one of the plates for each cell line and 

Dictyostelium cells were counted on a hemocytometer. The graph shows values of the 

means ± SEM for 3 independent experiments. Absence of error bars indicates that the 

error was smaller than the plot symbol.
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Expression and Piirification of Recombinant CfaD

Because we do not know how AprA and CfaD function to negatively regulate cell 

proliferation, it is possible that these secreted factors are either part of the same pathway, 

redundant pathways, or completely different pathways. To better characterize the role of 

CfaD as a secreted autocrine cell proliferation repressor, I expressed and purified His- 

tagged recombinant CfaD (see Methods and Materials for a detailed description of the 

protocol used for generating and purifying rCfaD). E. coli colonies transformed with a 

His-CfaD construct were inoculated in LB broth, allowed to grow to 0.5 OD, and then 

induced with 0.1% arabinose and the expression of CfaD was observed in several 

different clones (Figure 12). Uninduced (U) and Induced (I) samples were taken for each 

clone, run out on an SDS-polyacrylamide gel, and protein expression was visualized by 

Coomassie Blue. The thick bands in each induced lane, slightly higher than 60kDa, 

indicate expression of recombinant His-CfaD.

Various E. coli cultures with strong His-CfaD expression were used to extract and 

purify the recombinant protein to be used for future experiments. After the bacterial cells 

were completely dissolved, the protein lysates were incubated with Ni-NTA agarose 

beads. Figure 13A shows the elution of His-CfaD off of the Nickel beads. Full-length 

His-CfaD is represented in the higher band close to 60kDa, while a smaller band was also 

observed slightly lower than 30kDa. The smaller band is probably a breakdown product 

of the full-length His-CfaD version. A Western blot of the elutions with anti-CfaD 

antibody was also performed to verify the purification of the full-length CfaD protein 

along with Western blots with anti-His antibody and anti-Myc antibody to ensure proper 

tag expression (Figure 13B).
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Figure 12. Expression of His-CfaD in various E. coli clones. E. coli colonies 

transformed with a His-CfaD/pBAD construct were inoculated in LB broth, allowed to 

grow to an OD of 0.5 and then induced with a 0.1% arabinose solution. Uninduced (U) 

and Induced (I) samples were taken for each clone, run out on an SDS-polyacrylamide 

gel, and protein expression was visualized by Coomassie Blue. The arrow pointing to the 

thick band in each induced lane indicates full-length expression of recombinant His- 

CfaD. Expression levels of His-CfaD in all clones were roughly equivalent. The 

positions of molecular weight markers are shown on left.
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Figure 13. Purification of Recombinant His-CfaD. (A) Elution of His-CfaD off Ni- 

NTA agarose beads with 500mM Imidazole. Coomassie staining of the eluate revealed a 

full-length purified His-CfaD protein at ~60kDa, and a smaller fragment close to 30kDa. 

Other fractions showed only the full-length His-CfaD with no smaller fragments. (B) 

Western blot of the elutions with anti-His, anti-CfaD, and anti-Myc antibodies to verify 

full-length protein and proper tag expression. The positions of molecular weight markers 

are shown on left.
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Extracellular CfaD Slows Cell Proliferation

To determine if CfaD acts as an extracellular signal that inhibits cell proliferation, 

I added varying concentrations of recombinant CfaD to the growth medium of wild-type, 

cfaD~, aprA~, and crlA~ cells growing in shaking culture. CrlA has similarity to G 

protein coupled receptors and crlA ~ cells were observed to proliferate much faster than 

WT cells; comparable to aprA~ cells (Raisley et al., 2004). The cell densities at each 

rCfaD concentration were counted after 12 hours and maximal inhibition of proliferation 

was determined (Tablel, Figures 14-17). For each experiment and cell line, the 

proliferation at 12 hours was calculated as the density of cells treated with CfaD, as a 

percent of the density of control cells treated with no CfaD. When added to cells, rCfaD 

significantly slows wild-type cell proliferation compared to control WT cells treated with 

no CfaD (Figure 14). Extracellular CfaD also slows the proliferation of cfaD cells, 

although the maximal inhibition is slightly lower than that of wild-type cells (Figure 15). 

Adding recombinant CfaD to the growth medium of aprA~ cells, resulted in no detectable 

inhibition of cell proliferation compared to aprA~ control cells with no extracellular CfaD 

added (Figure 16), suggesting that AprA is required for extracellular CfaD to negatively 

regulate cell proliferation. Interestingly, an experiment conducted by Jonathan Choe, a 

fellow lab member, revealed that adding varying concentrations of extracellular 

recombinant AprA to the growth medium of cells growing in liquid shaking culture 

slowed the proliferation of wild-type and aprA cells, but did not slow the proliferation of 

cfaD~ cells (Jonathan Choe, unpublished data). In addition, crlAT cells experienced 

some inhibition when extracellular CfaD was added, but the maximal inhibition was 

much less than observed for both wild-type and cfaD~ cell lines (Table 1, Figure 17).
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Maximal inhibition of 
EC50 for recombinant proliferation in 12 hours 

Cell type CfaD (ng/ml)_____________ (percent)_______

Wild Type 23 ± 4  31 ± 2

cfaD
9 ± 1 23 ± 1

aprA
»  320 1 ± 4

crlA
7 ± 6  12 ± 2

Table 1. The Effect of Recombinant CfaD on Cell Proliferation. Nonlinear regression 

was performed by Dr. Richard Gomer with the data presented in Figures 12-15 to fit a 

sigmoidal dose-response curve with a variable Hill coefficient. The calculated maximal 

inhibition of cell proliferation in 12 hours is shown as percent of control and EC50’s for 

that inhibition for each cell line are shown as ng/ml of recombinant CfaD. Values are 

mean ± SEM for four independent experiments.
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Figure 14. Extracellular CfaD Slows Cell Proliferation of Wild Type Cells. The

indicated amounts of recombinant His-CfaD in 32 pi of 20 mM potassium phosphate pH

6.4 were added to 5.0 x 105 wild-type cells in 968 pi of HL5. The cultures were allowed 

to shake for 12 hours, and then cell counts were taken. For each concentration of rCfaD, 

the proliferation at 12 hours was calculated as the density of cells treated with CfaD as a 

percent of the cell density of cells treated with no CfaD. Values are mean ± SEM from 

four separate experiments.
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Figure 15. Extracellular CfaD Slows Cell Proliferation of cfaD~ Cells. The indicated 

amounts of recombinant His-CfaD in 32 pi of 20 mM potassium phosphate pH 6.4 were 

added to 5.0 x 105 cfaD cells in 968 pi of HL5. The cultures were allowed to shake for 

12 hours, and then cell counts were taken. For each concentration of rCfaD, the 

proliferation at 12 hours was calculated as the density of cells treated with CfaD as a 

percent of the cell density of cells treated with no CfaD. Values are mean ± SEM from 

four separate experiments.
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Figure 16. Extracellular CfaD Does Not Slow Cell Proliferation of aprA~ Cells. The

indicated amounts of recombinant His-CfaD in 32 pi of 20 mM potassium phosphate pH

6.4 were added to 5.0 x 105 aprA~ cells in 968 pi of HL5. The cultures were allowed to 

shake for 12 hours, and then cell counts were taken. For each concentration of rCfaD, the 

proliferation at 12 hours was calculated as the density of cells treated with CfaD as a 

percent of the cell density of cells treated with no CfaD. Values are mean ± SEM from 

four separate experiments.
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Figure 17. Extracellular CfaD Slows Cell Proliferation of crlA Cells. The indicated 

amounts of recombinant His-CfaD in 32 pi of 20 mM potassium phosphate pH 6.4 were 

added to 5.0 x 105 crlA~ cells in 968 pi of HL5. The cultures were allowed to shake for 

12 hours, and then cell counts were taken. For each concentration of rCfaD, the 

proliferation at 12 hours was calculated as the density of cells treated with CfaD as a 

percent of the cell density of cells treated with no CfaD. Values are mean ± SEM from 

four separate experiments.
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DdTPPI Plays a Role in Negatively Regulating Cell Proliferation: 

Preliminary Data Suggests AprA and CfaD are Involved in Regulating DdTPPI

As previously stated, Ddcln2, was identified in a screen for second-site 

suppressors of the aprAOE phenotype of small fruiting bodies and slow cell proliferation. 

Ddcln2 encodes the protein DdTPPI. TPPI activity in protein lysates from aprAOE cells 

with mutant Ddcln2 (aprAOE/Ddcln2m) was significantly decreased compared to parental 

aprA0E cells (Figure 18), suggesting that the insertion into Ddcln2 has caused a mutation 

that reduces DdTPPI activity, and that AprA regulates this activity.
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Figure 18. DdTPPI activity in mutated Ddcln2 {aprA ° '/Ddtin2'") is decreased from 

parental aprAov levels. To test for TPP I activity, I harvested cells from cultures with 

cell densities ~5.0 x 10 6 cells/ml. 500pM Ala-Ala-Phe-AMC was added to protein 

lysates and emission of the fluorophore AMC was measured on a fluorimeter as relative 

fluorescence units. The graph shows means ± SEM for 3 independent experiments.
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Interestingly, aprAT and cfaD~ cells were also tested for DdTPPI activity since both of 

these secreted proteins slow cell proliferation. While aprA cells have reduced activity 

compared to WT and aprAOE, cfaD~ cells have the lowest TPP I activity (Figure 19), 

suggesting that CfaD, a cathepsin L-like protease, may be the master regulator of 

DdTPPI. Given that current research has implicated several cathepsin deficiencies in the 

onset of clinical conditions that recapitulate the neurodegeneration observed in NCLs 

(Hook, 2006; Koike et al., 2000; Shacka and Roth, 2005), it will be interesting to 

determine if that relationship is conserved in Dictyostelium discoideum.
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Figure 19. aprA and cfaD~ cells have lower DdTPPI activity. TPPI activity for each 

protein lysate is expressed as fold-increase compared to wild-type, which is set to “1”, or 

100%. Graph shows mean ± SEM for three independent experiments. (Experiment 

carried out by Kevin D. Houston, former post doc.)
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Increased aprA and Ddcln2 Expression Slows Cell Proliferation

To observe the proliferation rates of cells with varying expression levels of aprA 

and Ddcln2, growth curves were carried out in HL5 liquid media (Figure 20) and cell 

densities were determined every 24 hours. Wild type (Ax2) cells reached a stationary 

phase cell density close to 18 x 106 cells/ml by day eight. Compared to WT cells, both 

aprAOE (Ax2/al5::aprA) and Ddcln2OE (AX2/al5::Ddcln2) cells reached a much lower 

stationary phase cell density, suggesting that both aprA and Ddcln2 act to slow cell 

proliferation in shaking culture. Also, while all wild-type and aprA0E cells died by day 

14, the longevity of Ddcln2OE cells was greatly increased to beyond day 20. Average 

doubling times from Day 1-6 were calculated for each cell line: WT had a doubling time 

of 10.11 hours, aprAOE had a doubling time of 11.63 hours, and Ddcln2OE had a doubling 

time of 12.78 hours. Doubling times were calculated as previously discussed.

Increased aprA and Ddclnl Expression Increases DdTPPI Activity

Not only do aprAOE and Ddcln2OE cells display a significantly slower cell 

proliferation rate than wild-type cells, they also have a higher DdTPPI activity level 

compared to wild-type cells (Figure 21). DdTPPI activity was measured in relative 

fluorescence units. Activity levels for aprAOE and Ddcln2OE protein lysates are graphed 

as fold increase compared to wild type, where wild type is set to 100%, or “1”. The 

average TPPI activity of aprAOE cells was 1.16 ± 0.03 fold higher than wild-type cells. 

The average TPPI activity of Ddcln2OE cells was 1.58 ± 0.09 fold higher than wild-type 

cells. These observations suggest that an increase in DdTPPI activity is involved in a 

pathway that slows cell proliferation.
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Figure 20. Growth curves of WT, aprA°l , and Ddcln2m  in shaking culture. Growth 

curves for all cell lines indicated were started on day zero at 1000 cells/ml in HL5 liquid 

shaking culture. Dictyostelium cells were counted daily. By day 23, all Ddcln2OE 

(Ax2/al5::Ddcln2) had died. The graph shows the mean of 4 independent experiments ± 

SEM. (Data collected along with a former post doc in the lab, Kevin D. Houston.)
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D dcln2

Figure 21. DdTPP I activity of WT, a p rA °\ and Ddcln2ot cells. DdTPPI activity 

was measured in relative fluorescence units. Activity levels for aprAOE and Ddcln2OE 

protein lysates are reported as fold increase compared to wild type, where wild type is set 

to 100%, or “1”. Values in the graph represent means ± SEM for three independent 

experiments.
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DdTPP I Activity of Cells is Density Dependent

Kinetic curves of DdTPP I activity have been completed for WT, and 

aprAOE/Ddcln2m cell lines at both low and high densities (Figure 22). Cells were grown 

to either a high cell density between 5.0-6.0 x 106 cells/ml or a low cell density between

0.5-1.0 x 106 cells/ml. The same number of cells was harvested for each cell line at both 

high and low density and for each independent experiment. Substrate (AAF-AMC) 

concentrations varying from 0 to 750pM were added to 25jxg of protein (protein levels 

were normalized by a Bradford Reagent assay) and DdTPPI activity was measured by 

fluorescence via emission of the fluorophore AMC. Wild-type cells have a higher TPP I 

activity at high cell density compared to the REMI mutant (aprA0E/Ddcln2m) at high cell 

density and WT cells also have a higher TPP I activity at low cell density compared to 

the REMI mutant at low cell density. The substrate-dependent curves for WT and 

aprAOE/Ddcln2m have been fitted and analyzed to determine the kinetic parameters of the 

enzyme. A Vmax and Km is reported for DdTPPI in each cell line and at both low and 

high cell densities (Table 2). There is a significant decrease in the Vmax and Km between 

wild-type cells and cells with a mutation in Ddcln2 (aprA0E/Ddcln2m).
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Figure 22. Specific DdTPP I activity of WT and aprAol /Ddcln2m cells at both low 

and high cell densities. Cells were grown to either a high cell density (5-6x106 cells/ml) 

or a low cell density (5x10s to lxlO6 cells/ml). Indicated substrate concentrations were 

added to 25pg of protein for each sample. TPPI activity was measured at each reporter 

substrate (AAF-AMC) concentration as indicated on the graph. Specific activity is given 

in pmol of substrate cleaved per minute per mg of protein. The graph shows means ± 

SEM from three independent experiments. The absence of error bars indicates the error 

was smaller than the plot symbol. LD = low cell density; HD = high cell density
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Cell Line
max K„

Cell Density (nmol/min/mg) (nmol)

WT Low density 170±18 367±61

High density 450±50 759±103

aprAOE/Ddcln2m Low density 96±11 227±43

High density 215±12 321±50

Table 2. Kinetic Parameters of DdTPP I in WT and aprAov/Ddcln2m cell lines. A

nonlinear regression was used to fit the data from the graph presented in Figure 22 to a 

simple enzyme kinetic curve. Vmax and Km are reported as the mean ± SEM for the three 

independent experiments.
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DISCUSSION 

CfaD is Essential for Proper Fruiting Body Morphology

Disrupting cfaD drastically alters the fruiting bodies that form by cells when they 

are starved. Upon starvation the cells begin to aggregate and form streams consisting of 

about 20,000 cells that eventually form a slug that develops into a spore-filled fruiting 

body held up by a supporting column of stalk cells ~2mm in height. It is critical that the 

fruiting bodies have an optimal stalk height and spore mass size because the spores must 

be suspended above the ground in order to be dispersed and distributed to other areas 

where food is plentiful, or to escape other environmental stressors. If the spore mass is 

too large, like we see in cfaET cells, then there is a much greater possibility that either 

the stalk will not be able to support the size of the spore mass or the spore mass will be 

too heavy to be effectively dispersed. Also, if the stalk is too tall and flimsy like it is 

with cfaDOE cells, it will collapse. Either way, the spores will not arrive at a new 

destination where they can continue through the Dictyostelium life cycle and become 

vegetative cells again. Obviously, the dispersal of viable spores is essential for 

Dictyostelium survival and evolution. We have already seen that when cfaD expression 

is altered, abnormal fruiting body morphologies arise which affects the ability of the 

spore mass to be distributed to other areas, but we do not know if cfaD has a direct affect 

on the contents of the spore masses, i.e. the spores themselves.

Not only do aprA~ cells form large and abnormally shaped fruiting bodies while 

aprAor' cells form tiny fruiting bodies compared to wild type cells, but it was also
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determined that an optimal level of Apr A is required for Dictyostelium spore viability 

(Brock and Gomer, 2005). When too much AprA is present, as in aprA°h cells, or too 

little AprA is present, as in aprA~ cells, the viability of spores is compromised. Proper 

spore formation and dispersal is one of the key factors involved in determining the fitness 

of Dictyostelium. Since CfaD is an autocrine secreted factor like AprA that slows cell 

proliferation, it will be interesting to determine if  CfaD, like AprA, also affects spore 

viability.

CfaD is Involved in a Negative Feedback Loop

CfaD is similar in action to other chalones (Elgjo, 1972) such as the protease 

elastase that is secreted by neutrophils and subsequently inhibits neutrophil proliferation, 

as well as myostatin that is secreted by myoblasts and inhibits muscle cells from 

proliferating (Lee and McPherron, 1999). CfaD is secreted by cells and increases with 

increasing cell density (Figure 10). CfaD is similar to the autocrine secreted protein 

AprA and may be involved in a similar or overlapping signal transduction pathway that 

acts to negatively regulate cell proliferation. CfaD acts as a signal between cells, i.e. a 

form of communication. The data suggest that as the local concentration of CfaD 

secreted by cells increases, this triggers the cells to produce and secrete even more CfaD 

so the rate of cell proliferation can be stunted.
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Extracellular CfaD Slows Cell Proliferation in Shaking Culture

While AprA inhibits cell proliferation in shaking culture and on bacteria, CfaD 

inhibits cell proliferation only in shaking culture, but not on bacterial lawns. This 

suggests that the mechanism whereby CfaD and AprA inhibit cell proliferation is not 

identical. It remains unclear why Dictyostelium discoideum would have two separate 

mechanisms for regulating cell proliferation, but it is not unreasonable to assume that in 

the natural habitat of Dictyostelium discoideum there may have been many different 

environmental stressors and situations that necessitated the requirement for Dictyostelium 

to develop different mechanisms for surviving in different situations.

When adding rCfaD to cell lines, we saw that WT cell proliferation was inhibited 

about 31% compared to control, cfaD cell proliferation was inhibited about 23%, and 

aprA~ cell proliferation was not significantly inhibited (Table 1). This suggests that 

AprA is required for CfaD to inhibit cell proliferation. Based on this observation, it is 

reasonable to suggest two possible explanations for the fact that cfaD~ cells had a lower 

maximal inhibition than wild-type cells:

(1) First, we have seen in Western blots that cfaD cells have slightly lower levels of 

AprA than WT cells. Therefore, if AprA is required for CfaD to function, then the lower 

levels of AprA in cfaD~ cells would confer a slightly lower proliferation inhibition when 

rCfaD is added to cfaD cultures because the optimal [AprA] is not present in cfaD 

cells.

(2) Second, although another member of the lab observed that recombinant CfaD did not 

hydrolyze the Cathepsin substrate Z-Phe-Arg-AMC HC1, this does not mean that it does
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not hydrolyze any cathepsin substrate. There are several different substrates for the 

variety of different cathepsins. It is possible that through evolution, the Dictyostelium 

enzyme may have diverged from other cathepsins and may still have enzymatic activity 

with other Cathepsin or Cathepsin-like substrates that we have not tested. Thus, 

endogenous CfaD may play an important intracellular role in slowing cell proliferation 

that we have not discovered yet. If this is true, then in order for cells to experience the 

maximal level of proliferation inhibition, they would need to have optimal extracellular 

AND intracellular concentrations of CfaD.

If these two possibilities are taken together, this is a potential explanation as to 

why cfaD~ cells did not experience an inhibition level as high as wild-type cells. While 

WT cells express intracellular cfaD and also secrete extracellular CfaD, cfaD cells do 

not express any detectable cfaD mRNA (Debbie Brock, unpublished data) nor do they 

secrete CfaD (Figure 9 and 10). This observation could suggest a dual role for cfaD;

i.e. one intracellular, and one extracellular.

Also, we observed that crlAT cells experienced some level of proliferation 

inhibition but not near the levels of either cfaD~ or WT cells. If crlAT cells have a lower 

expression level of CfaD and/or AprA, this might suggest a possible reason why crlAT 

cells only showed a 12% proliferation inhibition when adding rCfaD. Jonathan Choe has 

seen that adding recombinant AprA did not slow crlAT cell proliferation. This may be 

due to the possibility that optimal levels of cfaD or aprA mRNA or protein are not 

present in crlA cells.
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DdTPPI is Regulated by Both AprA and CfaD and is Involved in Negatively 

Regulating Cell Proliferation

DdTPPI activity in protein lysates from aprA0E cells with mutant Ddcln2 

(aprA0{/Ddcln2m) was significantly decreased compared to parental aprAOE cells and 

DdTPPI activity of aprAOE cells is also significantly higher than that of WT cells. These 

data suggest that the insertion into Ddcln2 has caused a mutation that reduces DdTPPI 

activity, and that AprA regulates TPPI activity in Dictyostelium. Interestingly, aprA~ and 

cfaD~ cells were both tested for TPPI activity since both of these secreted proteins 

negatively regulate cell proliferation. While aprA~ cells had reduced activity compared 

to both WT and aprAOE cells, cfaD~ cells had the lowest TPPI activity , suggesting that 

CfaD may be the master regulator (Figure 19).

We see that there is a correlation between increasing aprA and Ddcln2 levels 

produced by cells and DdTPPI activity. To observe any correlation between proliferation 

rates and Ddcln2 produced by cells, growth curves of various cell lines produced for 

Ddcln2 in HL5 media were carried out. A previous attempt by the lab to generate a 

knockout construct for Ddcln2 provided no transformed colonies. An antisense strain, 

Ddcln2AS was then created following the same protocol for producing other anti-sense 

strains in the lab, including that of smlA (Brock et al., 1996) (Ddcln2AS data not shown). 

While Ddcln2AS has a larger fruiting body and proliferates faster on bacteria similar to 

the REMI mutant of Ddcln2 (aprAOE/Ddcln2m), the antisense construct seems to be 

unstable and the characterization of this mutant has proven to be a very arduous task. I 

have been unable to correlate the phenotype to decreased TPPI levels. Ddcln20E cells on
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the other hand, display an expected increase in DdTPPI activity compared to wild type 

cells and a much slower proliferation rate. The inability of the lab to generate a null 

mutation of Ddcln2 and the instability of the antisense construct indicates that a null 

allele is lethal and that DdTPPI is involved in a complex pathway that is crucial for 

Dictyostelium development and survival.

I conducted a preliminary experiment to determine if recombinant AprA added to 

growing WT cells increases DdTPP I activity (data not shown); however, no correlation 

between increased rAprA added to cells and DdTPPI activity was seen. It is possible that 

the recombinant protein has already been degraded after 24 hours when DdTPPI activity 

was tested. Another possibility has been identified by the work of other members in the 

lab; more specifically, we observe that the maximum amount of AprA secreted by WT 

cells is about 2pg/ml. Beyond this concentration, AprA does not seem to affect 

proliferation in wild type cells. Therefore, adding exogenous rAprA may not show an 

effect on TPPI activity when WT cells have already reached a cell density at which 

endogenously secreted AprA levels have reached a saturation point. It is necessary to 

carry out this experiment again with WT cells at lower cell densities as well as with 

aprA~ cells and measure DdTPPI activity at different time points.

Another useful experiment to conduct next will be to add varying concentrations 

of rCfaD to the growth medium of cfaD~, WT, and aprA cells in shaking culture, 

harvest the cells, and measure DdTPP I enzymatic activity to determine if loss of CfaD is 

responsible for the loss of DdTPPI activity in cfaD~ cell lines.

To confirm that diminished DdTPPI activity is due to the loss of AprA and/or 

CfaD, aprA and cfaD cells should be expressed in aprA~ and cfaD~ cells, respectively,
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using the vectors used to overexpress AprA. Although preliminary data suggest that 

DdTPPI activity can be regulated by AprA or CfaD, it is unclear if these proteins function 

in cooperation or independently with regard to the regulation of DdTPPI activity. To 

determine if  AprA and CfaD are functioning cooperatively to regulate TPPI activity, 

CfaD should be overexpressed in aprA~ cells and AprA should be overexpressed in 

cfaD~ cells. If a rescue in TPP I activity is observed in either case, this would suggest 

that AprA and CfaD are independently regulating DdTPPI activity. If DdTPPI activity is 

only rescued by the overexpression of CfaD in aprA~, this would suggest that DdTPPI 

activity is predominantly regulated by CfaD and that AprA may only enhance CfaD 

function.

A defect in the lysosomal protease tripeptidyl peptidase I (TPPI) in children leads 

to the onset of a neurodegenerative disease called Late Infantile Neuronal Ceroid 

Lipofuscinosis (LINCL). The human CLN2 gene codes for the TPP I protein. Although 

as many as 52 mutations have been identified and linked to this disease, it is unclear how 

the defective protein leads to the onset of neurodegeneration. To better understand this 

disease and develop possible drug therapies to counteract the effects in afflicted children, 

it is necessary to understand the signal transduction pathway of DdTPPI.

To further characterize DdTPPI and shed light on the AprA and CfaD signal 

transduction pathways, the kinetic parameters of DdTPPI need to be studied further to 

elucidate a pathway by which DdTPPI is regulated. Many questions persist concerning 

the biochemical function of TPPI; therefore, studying DdTPPI regulation and activity in a 

simple model system such as Dictyostelium discoideum may offer a profound
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advancement in our knowledge of the mechanisms that govern the development of 

LINCL in humans.

DdTPPI Activity of Cells is Density Dependent

We see in Figure 22 and Table 2 that wild-type cells have a higher DdTPPI 

activity at both high or low cell density compared to the REMI mutant (aprAOE/Ddcln2m) 

at either high or low cell density, respectively. In both cases, however, the specific 

activity of DdTPPI in cells increases with increasing cell density, indicating that DdTPPI 

activity is density dependent. This is similar to the idea of AprA and CfaD; exracellular 

CfaD increases as cell density increases in order to repress cell proliferation. There is 

much evidence to suggest that AprA and CfaD may act in a signal transduction pathway 

to slow cell proliferation and alter cell development. For example, aprAOE cell cultures 

reach stationary phase at a much lower cell density than wild type cell cultures; therefore, 

the rate of secretion of this protein may be different at varying cell densities. To 

determine if cell density influences the secretion of AprA and/or CfaD, and thus DdTPPI 

activity, DdTPPI activity of different cell lines at both low and high cell densities needs 

to be carried out to determine if the enzyme kinetics of TPPI are altered. To determine if 

there is a correlation between the amounts of AprA and/or CfaD produced by cells and 

the amount of DdTPPI activity measured at different cell densities, Western blot analysis 

for AprA and CfaD levels on the cell lysates and the cultured media needs to be done. 

My hypothesis is that an increase in AprA and CfaD secretion at higher cell densities 

will increase DdTPPI activity compared to the DdTPPI activity measured at lower cell 

densities where little AprA or CfaD is secreted.
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APPENDIX 

AprA is Required for Cells to Respond To DdTPPI in a Density-Dependent Manner

Figure 23 shows the DdTPPI activity for aprAOE and aprAT cells at both low and 

high cell densities. As expected, aprAOE has higher activity than aprAT cells, but 

surprisingly, the cell density-dependence of DdTPPI activity is diminished in aprA cells. 

We saw that the dose response curves for aprAT cells at low and high cell densities traced 

each other, indicating that AprA is somehow involved in the ability of cells to respond in 

a density-dependent manner to DdTPPI. At this time it remains unclear why a lack of 

aprA would cause this to occur. It will be interesting to see if cfaD~ cells respond the 

same way, therefore, indicating that cfaD is also required for cells to respond to DdTPPI 

in a density-dependent maimer. It is critical to note that this data was obtained on the 

departmental fluorimeter as it was experiencing technical problems; therefore, the data at 

this point should not be compared to WT data previously obtained.
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Figure 23. DdTPPI-density dependence is eliminated in aprA cells. Cells were 

grown to either a high cell density (5-6x106 cells/ml) or a low cell density (5x10s to 

lxlO6 cells/ml). Indicated substrate concentrations were added to 25p.g of protein for 

each sample. DdTPPI activity was measured at each reporter substrate (AAF-AMC) 

concentration as indicated on the graph. Activity was determined in relative fluorescence 

units (RFU). The graph shows means ± SEM from three independent experiments. The 

absence of error bars indicates the error was smaller than the plot symbol. LD = low cell 

density; HD = high cell density
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